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INTRODUCTION
The 2021 ST-XR Challenge got underway with an action-packed two-day double
header at Croft in mid-May when we were delighted to welcome ETSL as our new
title sponsors.
After the long Covid Winter, everyone was delighted to be back racing on the track
and socialising in the paddock.
With 40 registered drivers, we had an amazing 30 car entry for the first meeting of
the season and it was clear that the quality at the front of the field is very high. The
series is going from strength to strength and whoever wins the title this year will
have truly earnt it.
This year the ST cars will leave the grid with a 20 second separation from the other
classes. They ran first in Saturday’s race and second on Sunday’s encounter.
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Qualifying
FAST SAM

National Championship that was also on the
programme at Croft. Mark qualified sixth
but believed he could make up places in the
race.
Making a welcome return to the ST-XR
Challenge was Ralph Fernihough who was
over the moon to set the third best time in
an ST that he only completed a few weeks
beforehand. His performance far exceeded
his expectations – he would have been
happy with a place in the Top Ten!
The Bowron family were fielding a trio of
STs this weekend for Lee and his two sons
Ryan and Lewis. Dad was the fastest of the
clan in fourth overall while less than 8
tenths of a second separated the siblings in
seventh and eighth.

Sam Beckett topped the timing screens throughout qualifying
Many of the drivers had tested at the North
Yorkshire circuit on the Friday before the
meeting. One of these was Sam Beckett who
was happy with his pace and confident of
being at the sharp end of the action. He then
found a further half a second on Saturday
morning to claim pole in the ST Class.
The test day was the first time that Chris
Jones had been to Croft and he loved what he
found. “Fast and technical with some big balls
corners out the back of the circuit” was how
he described the venue. During the 3 session
he took part in, Chris fine tuned his ST and
tried out different lines – all of which led to
him circulating quicker and quicker.
As qualifying was dry just like the test day,
Jones was able to hit the ground running. His
pit-board showed him as second fastest
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throughout the session but on his final flying
lap approaching the circa 100 mph Sunny In
corner the driver who was ahead moved
aside but lost control on the dirtier outside
line causing his car to veer into the nearside
of Jones’ Fiesta causing damage to a steering
arm and a wishbone as well as the front wind
and door panels.

Prior to Friday’s test day, Michael
Blackburn’s red ST had only completed 12
laps due to it blowing a big end the first
time he had given it a try out at it a circuit.
As he had problems with inconsistent
brakes, possibly related to an ABS issue,
along with a spin at Sunny In Michael
approached the rest of the day with caution.

This
circumspection
continued
into
Saturday’s qualifying and so Blackburn was
reasonably happy to be fifth fastest after a
few traffic free laps – it was the best that
could be achieved in a car which still had
plenty of development potential.
Chris Grimes and Matt Eldridge were
another closely matched pairing. They
completed the session with just 0.007 secs
between them. Grimes had been unable to
test his car in the dry and was running an
old engine.
Separated by 0.21 secs, the fastest XR cars
were fourteenth and fifteenth in the
qualifying classification. These were the
XR2 of Mark Robinson’s brother, Simon,
and the XR3i of Jason Hennefer who was the
sole Class B entry. Having not taken part in
the test day, this session was the first time
Simon had driven round Croft so he had
lots to reflect on with regards to how he
could improve his speed when racing
commenced. Paul Green was the third
fastest XR and felt he hadn’t shown the full
potential of his XR2 due to traffic.
jason Hennefer was 0.21 secs from
being the fastest in the XR Class

Jones had resigned himself to putting the
battered car on a trailer and heading home
but Matt Williams had other ideas. The pair
set about repairing the mechanicals as team
mate Mark Robinson knocked the wing back
into shape. This was the second repair after
a 100 mph hit that they had to undertake
this weekend because during testing
Robinson’s ST was “taken out” by one of the
newer Fiesta’s which was taking part in the
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Qualifying Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 1

FIRST BLOOD

First blood in 2021 went to Chris Jones
who won the opening race of the season
Starts are not usually Chris Jones’ forte but
on this occasion he got a cracker and reached
Clervaux more than a length ahead of polesitter, Sam Beckett. No one was more
surprised than Chris himself as this was his
first race in his ST and he hadn’t even done
any practice getaways. When the red lights
had come on, he just chose a number on the
rev counter at random and hoped for the
best!
Also making a great start was Mark Robinson.
From the outside of the third row he
somehow managed to arrive at the first
corner contesting second place on the inside
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of Beckett and Lee Bowron. Beckett in the
middle just about to managed to hold on to
the runner-up position with Robinson and
Bowron latching on to his bumper.
Further back, there was drama which would
ultimately have a huge impact on the lead
battle.
In the run up to the meeting, Tony Mumford
thought he had fixed a braking issue on his
ST by changing the magnetic pick-up and the
rear wiring loom for his ABS system.
Unfortunately, the problem was still present
when he arrived at Croft and, despite Mark
Williams’ attempts to reset the software, it
www.st-xrchallenge.com

wouldn’t go away and caused Mumford to
have many spins in qualifying as it put all the
brake bias to the back of the car.
After such an embarrassing session which
made Tony feel like a novice, he tried
everything he could think of to solve the
issue but it returned in the Assembly Area.
After taking his cue to leave the grid from
those around him as he couldn’t see the
lights himself Mumford’s rear brakes
triggered another pirouette at the first corner
where he nudged a moveable barrier, which
prevents corner-cutting, closer to the apex.
Meanwhile, down in twenty-first position,
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Mark Blunt was making his motor racing
debut after a very busy week. On the Sunday
before the meeting he’d had to remove his
engine to rebuild it before it was refitted on
Wednesday, just in time to load his car on to
the trailer for the trip to the North East.
During Friday’s test day Blunt suffered a
seized brake calliper in one session before
his ST suffered power steering failure in
another. Then, at the end of the first lap of
race 1, he suffered a catastrophic gearbox
failure.
When the leaders rounded the Hairpin at the
end of the next circuit Beckett lost grip on
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the oil from Blunt’s ‘box and fish-tailed wide
on to the grass exiting the corner.
In a flash, Robinson and Bowron were up to
second and third as Beckett re-joined,
charging down to Clervaux wheel to wheel
with Ralph Fernihough.
To give Fernihough room, Beckett took a tight
line when the corner was reached and hit the
barrier that Mumford had dislodged on lap 1.
The impact smashed the right front corner of
his car and pushed the barrier into the middle
of the track but it didn’t stop Beckett from
keeping ahead of Fernihough to take fourth.
He set off in pursuit of Robinson and Bowron.
By the end of the next lap, Beckett was on the
tail of the second and third placed cars but
back at Clervaux he was unsighted as the
drivers ahead jinked around the repeatedly
biffed barrier and he ploughed into it. This
time the impact was so severe that it put him
out of the race… at least it also punted the
barrier out of harm’s way once and for all.
All this mayhem had left Jones with a
reasonable gap over Robinson who had
Bowron almost in his boot! In the early stages,
Bowron had made a pass at Tower but carried
too much speed into the corner and ran wide
allowing Robinson to grab the place back at
the Jim Clark Esses.

the opening race of the year. Bowron was a
delighted second, not only because all the
work he had done to his car over the winter
had yielded such a great result but also due to
the fact that joining him in the podium
finishing positions was his son Ryan who had
moved up to third when Fernihough ran wide
at the Sunny corners.
This was the best result that Ryan has ever
had. Adding to the family’s joy his brother,
Lewis, made it 3 Bowron’s in the Top 5 – this
after what he described as an “horrendous”
start cost him a few places but his car was so
good, he found it easy to work his way back up
the order.
Sixth was the maximum Michael Blackburn felt
he could have achieved give the early stage of
development that his car is currently at. He
was looking forward to developing it and
moving closer to the front of the field as the
season progresses.
During qualifying, Mike Heath had a gearbox
problem which was quickly resolved once he
was back in the paddock. This meant he

started from twelfth on the grid although a
great start launched him up the order and on
to the back bumper of Chris Grimes who had
spent much of the opening lap going
sideways! With Matt Eldridge joining in the fun
in what became a three-way dice for seventh
this battle wasn’t resolved until the last lap
when Heath passed Grimes. Behind this trio,
Luke Woodward completed the Top Ten.
Throughout this race Gareth Pilling had been
on a very steep learning curve because
electrical gremlins restricted him to 4 laps at
the two trackdays which were to be his preseason preparation with the Tensport ST. Even
during qualifying, he was still bedding in his
brakes and tyres! This meant he started from
twentieth on the ST grid. He soon worked his
way up to twelfth but Chris Rowlands proved a
tough nut to crack – or at least pass! But
Pilling moved ahead with a few laps remaining
to claim eleventh.
Finishing in thirteenth and fourteenth were
two Tensport drivers with wildly contrasting
experience. Steve McMurrough was tempted

back to race in the Challenge for this meeting
when he saw that the team had a car available.
In advance of the weekend he had been “mega”
at a wet trackday although this meant
qualifying was the first time he had driven the
ST in the dry. He battled throughout the race
with his team mate Jordan Shorrock who put in
a great performance on his debut as a
competition driver. The weekend was living up
to all his expectation and his best lap was 2
secs faster than he had achieved in qualifying.
Behind Adam Bissell came Simon Robinson who
was the first non-ST pilot to finish. He was
sixteenth overall despite this section of the
field starting 20 secs after the Class D runners.
In the early stages, Simon had Jason Hennefer
and Paul Green in his slip-stream but after a
couple of laps he caught the first of the ST
cars. He quickly passed the first two of them
unlike Hennefer who struggled to find a way by
to such an extent that Green nipped through at
Sunny Out but shortly afterwards he skidded
into Mumford on the oil that Blunt had put
down at the Hairpin allowing Hennefer to get
back in front. Continued on page 14
Matt Eldridge finished
ninth in the ETSL car

Despite the close proximity of his pursuer,
Robinson reported that he felt very
comfortable in second place however he was
not destined to follow his team mate Jones
across the line as his CV joint failed exiting
Sunny Out – this was possibly a legacy of his
contact with the Fiesta from the National
Championship during testing on Friday.
Robinson’s sudden loss of momentum came
as something of a shock to Bowron and he had
a big sideways moment as he took avoiding
action.
Jones continued in imperious fashion to win
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Lee Bowron saves on rear
tyre wear on his way to 2nd
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Having made the break, S. Robinson got his
head down and focussed on the racing line to
cement the advantage he had established,
picking off any STs that came within range.
When his dash timer began to count down the
last 2 minutes of the event, he eased off to
ensure he brought his red Fiesta home in one
piece. Having learnt so much about the track
during this, his first race at Croft, Simon was
really looking forward to round 2 the following
day.
At the finish, S. Robinson had two cars between
him and Hennefer – Paul Brettell and Tony
Mumford. After his first lap spin, the latter had
to brake early and gradually to avoid any more
gyrations.
Green finished just over a second behind
Hennefer despite having a tyre that had been
distorted by a damaged front wing rubbing
against it following the contact with Mumford.
Ron Loffstadt had something of a work-out in
qualifying when a pipe rubbing against one of
the pulleys in his engine bay caused all the fluid
to leak out of his power steering. He completed
the mandatory 3 laps before heading to the
paddock to make repairs. All was back to
normal for this race and he followed Steve
Clapton home as the twenty-second finisher.

Daniel Cooper’s very smart white-with-reddetailing XR2 felt good considering he’d done
very little to it over the winter and hadn’t
done any testing. He was looking forward to
his class starting from the front of the grid
the following day therefore his main objective
was to keep out of trouble and bring the car
safely back to the paddock. He was the
penultimate finisher behind Steve Clapton but
ahead of John Spencer who had backed off
because the oil temperature on his Si was sky
high and it was handling “like a pig”!
Alex Causer was having quite a traumatic
weekend. His XR2 had run well during
Friday’s test day and he was pleased to get
into the 1:42s having not driven round Croft
previously but in the final session he
experienced problems with his gearbox. He
lost first altogether and had difficulty
selecting the other cogs. He then had all his
tap times deleted from qualifying because he
was confused over where the track limits
were.
Due to his on going gearbox problems Causer
decided to start from the pit lane and, as
things weren’t improving, elected to retire
just after half distance to prevent any further
damage.
Darren Watson was the other non-finisher.

Ron Loffstadt had a “work-out” in
qualifying due to having no power
steering.
He didn’t need to go to the gym!
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Race 2

THE PURSUED
Simon Robinson leads the XR cars as the
ST drivers prepare to pursue them

For Sunday’s race it was the turn of the XR
classes to set off first. The pole-sitter, Simon
Robinson, had his sights set on an outright
win especially with a 20 secs head start over
the ST drivers. Like everyone else, he drove
over to the Assembly Area with a dry set-up
on his car despite it becoming a little dark
above.
With little time for anyone to make changes,
the grey clouds quickly intensified into a very
heavy shower of rain and hail. The deluge was
very localised such that there was a huge
puddle on the apex of Sunny In but it was
merely damp on the starting grid.
Page: 16

Robinson got away well to lead into the first
corner but he was venturing into the
unknown as this was the first time he had the
car out in the wet and he had only driven the
circuit in the dry therefore he had no idea
where his braking points should be or how
fast he could take the corners.
One of the few to change his car when the
rain began to fall was Jason Hennefer who let
a little air out of his rear tyres and this helped
him to remain on the back bumper of
Robinson as Paul Green and Alex Causer
looked to make it four-way dice for the lead.
Green

had

spent

the

previous

evening

www.st-xrchallenge.com

repairing the wing that was damaged in race
1 but this was nothing compared to the
Saturday night that Causer had.
After the gearbox problems which had
plagued his weekend so far, Causer removed
and stripped the unit in the paddock by 6:30
pm. Half an hour later he was on the road in
his van heading to Lichfield to pick up spare
parts. He returned and fitted them by one on
Sunday morning… and then he was up at
6:30 to put the ‘box back in the car.
Everything was done and dust by 10:30 am!
He started last of the 6 XR runners but was
quickly ahead of Daniel Cooper and John
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Spencer before searching, in vain, for a way
past Green. Eventually, he tried a little too
hard and spun at the Complex on lap 3. His
car felt so good that, had he been a little
more circumspect, Alex believed he could
have overtaken Green and challenged
Hennefer and Robinson.
Of the other non-ST runners, Spencer
received a big hit from another competitor on
the second lap and then his windscreen
misted up. Driving almost blind, he feared a
major accident was inevitable thus he retired
to the pits so that he could “live to race
another day”.
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In contrast, Cooper was revelling in the
difficult conditions. The lack of grip reminded
him of the short oval in Stoke where he has
raced many times. Even the fact that the
windscreen wiper on the driver’s side wasn’t
working didn’t phase him!
At the end of lap 3, Robinson had a 6.6 secs
advantage over the first ST which was driven
by race 1 winner, Chris Jones. This time Jones
had picked a different number to rev the
engine to when the red lights came on but it
was just as effective and he was ahead of Lee
Bowron when they reached Clervaux. He then
had the benefit of a clear view as those behind
became enveloped in a ball of spray.
Jones dispensed with Spencer and Cooper
approaching The Complex on the first lap but
it took a couple more circuits for him to catch
Green and Causer at which point the latter
assisted him by spinning. He then took Green
exiting the Hairpin at the end of lap 4 just
before the Safety Car appeared.
This full course yellow was triggered by Adam
Bissell who’d had an exciting race up to that
point. He had briefly taken to the grass at the
start before demoting Steve McMurrough at
Tower. He continued to gain places,
particularly at Clervaux where he took Jordan
Shorrock (lap 2) and then Gareth Pilling (lap 4)
after which he immediately passed Chris
Rowlands exiting the Chicane because he was
delayed by a spinning Matt Eldridge.

straight that leads to Tower enabling him to
take the overall win. Without a doubt, Robinson
would have seen the chequered flag first had it
not been for the disruption caused by the
Safety Car.
Thanks to Mark Robinson and Matt Williams
insisting that Jones’ damaged car could be
repaired after qualifying, he had been able to
take a double victory.
Lee Bowron crossed the line less than half a
second behind Simon Robinson – third overall
and runner-up in the STs. He didn’t quite have
the pace of Jones but was comfortably ahead of
the battle for the final place on the Class D
podium which had a thrilling climax when
Michael Heath had a big wiggle entering the
Complex on the last lap allowing Ralph
Fernihough through… Heath took consolation
from the fact that he had at least kept the
position in the family by handing it to his
cousin!
In the very early stages of the contest, it was
Michael Blackburn who briefly ran third having

made a superb start from sixth on the ST grid
to get into the Top 3 on the run down to
Clervaux but, being unfamiliar with his car
and not having driven it in the wet, he was
very circumspect in the braking area allowing
Ryan Bowron, Michael Heath and Ralph
Fernihough to all zap by. He then lost further
places to Chris Grimes and Lewis Bowron at
Tower. Grimes then challenged Fernihough at
the Hairpin but couldn’t make the move stick.
Ryan Bowron was also losing places. By the
end of the opening lap, he had lost third in
class to Heath (who held the place until is
lastlap slip) then on the next circuit
Fernihough passed him at Tower before
Grimes demoted him at the Chicane. Ryan
now had a reasonably comfortable cushion to
Blackburn who was focussed on keeping at
bay Ryan’s brother Lewis Bowron.
After Causer’s spin at the Complex, he rejoined just ahead of Blackburn costing the ST
driver a little momentum which allowed L.
Bowron to pass although Blackburn got the

place back at the Hairpin. This proved to be
crucial because as they charged down the pitstraight the Safety Car board was appearing at
the finish line. Lewis was then unable to attack
Blackburn on the final lap following the caution
period.
Nonetheless, this duo were both able to gain a
place because when the race went back to
“green”, Ryan Bowron ran wide on to the grass
exiting the Hairpin losing places to Blackburn,
Lewis – his broadly grinning brother! – and
Causer before he had reached the timing beam
plus Mark Robinson soon afterwards to finish
thirteenth.
Afterwards Causer and M. Robinson reflected
on their frustrations. Causer had expected far
more from the weekends but had been
thwarted by his gearbox. However, he loved the
ultra-fast nature of Croft and looks forward to
running better at Knockhill thanks to a new
gearbox along with other tweaks to his car.
Continued on page 22

John Spencer (89) leads Daniel Cooper (17)
before his windscreen misted up

But then Bissell pushed a little too hard at
Tower, running wide and ploughing into the
barriers at the exit of that corner. His stricken
car came to rest in a vulnerable position close
to the track.
By the time the wreckage had been cleared we
had time for just one more racing lap. Jones
was third in the train behind the Safety Car
and the higher power output of his ST allowed
him to move ahead of Hennefer immediately at
Clervaux and then pass Robinson on the
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After a long night, Alex Causer
kicks up the spray in race 2
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Following his CV joint failure in race 1 this
event was a case of damage limitation for Mark
Robinson. He made another great start,
making a ton of places, and his car felt great
even though its driver couldn’t see a thing due
to all the spray! Such was his pace that he
believed he could have recorded a finish in the
top 4 had it not been for the Safety Car
interruption.
Someone who smiled when the rain began to
fall was Tony Mumford who goes well in the
wet. He was also smiling because the issue
with his ABS system that had been causing his
car to be unstable under braking had been
fixed by Mark Golding’s mechanic, Ian. While
fitting a new rear hub he noticed that the
magnetic disc ABS sensor was damaged. A
quick run in the paddock proved the problem
was still there but a new ABS wiring loom
finally resolved the issue.
Mumford was able to make a great start. He
drove at a comfortable speed as he wanted to
ensure he made the finish. In the queue
behind the Safety Car, he had to lift when Ryan
Bowron got back on the track after his trip
across the grass which allowed Luke
Woodward to pass and claim fourteenth place.
After his close encounters with the barrier
Mumford dislodged in race 1, Sam Beckett
started from the back row but made a good

start. He had passed four cars before the first
corner where he slotted in behind Bissell who
he was never too far behind until that racechanging crash occurred. After the restart,
Beckett was able to pass Chris Rowlands for
seventeenth. He later admitted that he hoped
to make a bigger impact on the final
classification.
The last thing Jordan Shorrock wanted on his
first weekend as a racing driver was a sodden
track but he drove like someone with far
greater experience and crossed the line just
behind Beckett and ahead of Eldridge who
recovered from his earlier spin.
Behind Paul Brettell, Darren Watson was a
whisker away from finishing ahead of Steve
Clapton.
Given the conditions many people were just
glad to get to the end of the race, this was
certainly case for Ron Loffstadt. It was
testament to the standards of driving that
only one car ended the race in the barriers.
Loffstadt finished less than half a second
ahead of rookie Mark Blunt who, once he had
established what the grip levels were, grew in
confidence and enjoyed racing against those
around him.
Steve McMurrough survived a spin at the
complex on the last lap to be the penultimate
finisher ahead of Daniel Cooper.

Tony Mumford was smiling
because he loves the wet and his
ABS system had been repaired!
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Visit https://jonelseyphotography.photoshelter.com/index for 182 images from
qualifying and the 2 races at Croft
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